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WordPress 3 For Business BloggersPackt Publishing, 2011

	WordPress for Business Bloggers provides advanced strategies and techniques which will help you to take your WordPress business blog from average to extraordinary. Regardless of whether you already have a blog, or are still in the planning stages, this book will show you how to use WordPress to create a highly successful blog for your...
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Project Management JumpStartSybex, 2003
Project Management JumpStart gives you the solid grounding you need to  approach a career in project management with confidence.

	The basic skills of a successful project manager  
	Creating project schedules and determining project budgets  
	Winning the support of department managers  

...
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eBay For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
The bestsellng guide to successfully buying and selling on eBay, fully revised and updated

eBay is the world's #1 shopping and selling site, where millions find bargains and make money with their own sales. Marsha Collier is the #1 eBay expert and bestselling author, with more than a million copies of her books in print. And eBay...
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Linux Shell Scripting EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn shell scripting to solve complex shell-related problems and to efficiently automate your day-to-day tasks


	About This Book

	
		Familiarize yourself with the terminal by learning about powerful shell features
	
		Automate tasks by writing shell scripts for repetitive work
	...
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Pre-Calculus Know-It-ALL (Know It All)McGraw-Hill, 2009

	Master pre-calculus from the comfort of home!


	Want to "know it ALL" when it comes to pre-calculus? This book gives you the expert, one-on-one instruction you need, whether you're new to pre-calculus or you're looking to ramp up your skills. Providing easy-to-understand concepts and thoroughly...
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Adobe Photoshop Elements 5.0 A-Z: Tools and features illustrated ready referenceFocal Press, 2007
If you are a digital camera enthusiast jumping into enhancement and manipulation, and looking for quick answers, this easy-to use, ready reference is for you. Its like having the author Philip Andrews sitting next to you, with his no-nonsense style, giving you practical, hands-on tips for getting striking images using Elements 5.0. 

Make...
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Set Your Voice FreeLittle, Brown and Company, 1999

	Roger Love, vocal coach of the Beach Boys, the Jacksons, Chicago, and Hanson, among many other singing superstars, and voice coach to celebrity speakers such as John Gray, Dr. Laura Schlessinger, and Anthony Robbins, reveals in this book and CD package the secrets to getting the singing or speaking voice you want. Now you can love the sound...
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OpenGL Graphics Through ApplicationsSpringer, 2008
This book is the result of teaching computer graphics for one and two semester, year two/three undergraduate and postgraduate lecture courses in Computer Graphics. Throughout the book, theory is followed by implementation using C/C++ and complete programs are provided with suggestions for change to enhance student understanding. During 30 years of...
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Identity Theft Handbook: Detection, Prevention, and SecurityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
The magnitude of the identity theft and fraud problem is enormous. Identity fraud was identified as one of the top priorities of the Department of Justice, just prior to the terrorist attacks of 9/11. Naturally, everyone’s priorities changed after 9/11. The impact of identity theft and identity fraud is reaching a proportion and a level of...
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Soundtrack Ignite!Course Technology PTR, 2004


	Never played a musical instrument in your life? Don’t know anything about

	music? New to computer music software? You’ve come to the right place.




	If you’ve ever wanted to create your own music, Apple Soundtrack is the tool that

	will make it possible. Imagine having a whole orchestra of instruments, not...
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Introducing Autodesk Maya 2016: Autodesk Official PressSybex, 2015

	Start modeling right away with this hands-on guide to learning Autodesk Maya 2016


	Introducing Autodesk Maya 2016 is the official guide to the most popular and complex 3D application on the market. Building from the ground up, this book combines straightforward text with practical examples that make it easy to...
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RMAN Recipes for Oracle Database 12c: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in Oracle)Apress, 2013

	RMAN Recipes for Oracle Database 12c is an example-driven approach to the Oracle database administrator's #1 job responsibility: 

	
		Be able to recover the database.



	Of all the things you are responsible for as database administrator, nothing is more important than the data itself. Like it...
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